
TECHNICAL WRITING AUDIENCE AND PURPOSE WORKSHEET

Explain the importance of determining the purpose for writing. This edition of Reporting Technical Information departs
from the audience . WORKSHEET.

See the section on common sentence-style problems for details. But how do you get to know your audience,
and why is it so important to do so? Use the questions such as the following to guide the discussion: What
were they using the instructions for? What are their goals? See the sections on structure and organization of
information in a report. A tertiary audience, sometimes called the hidden or shadow audience, could be
potential job applicants for the position, who may have access to the document during the interview phase.
More often, the communication challenge faced by the expert is communicating to the technician and the
executive. In technical information, you can help nonspecialist readers by pointing them to background
sources. Maybe a 6- to 8-line paragraph is the dividing line. Why do they want to read you? Add some milk or
cream, stir, and your coffee is ready. Through an audience analysis, you learn: Who your audience is Their
background, knowledge, experience, training, etc. Passive, person-less writing is harder to read--put people
and action in your writing. For example, there can be too much background information up front or too little
such that certain readers get lost. Most people don't buy software because they are interested in the names of
all the buttons. Personas are simply hypothetical types of real users. You could sketch a preliminary outline
here. How will your message impact others, negatively or positively? Doesn't seem like it. In general, your
tone should always be professional and sincere, but are any other moods appropriate, such as humility to admit
a mistake, or courtesy to welcome a new employee, etc. Audience Adaptation Okay! Watch how they speak
and interact to determine their needs, values, and attitudes. Personas are not real people, but they represent real
people throughout the design process Personas are not "made up"; they are discovered as a by-product of the
investigative process Although personas are imaginary, they are defined with significant rigor and precision
Names and personal details for personas are made up to make them more realistic Personas are defined by
their goals Interfaces that satisfy personas' needs and goals are built Source: Alan Cooper, The Inmates Are
Running the Asylum: Why High-Tech Products Drive Us Crazy and How to Restore the Sanity Indianapolis:
Sams, , pp. Will you need to write a highly technical document, a semi-technical document, or a non-technical
document? Or you can write each section strictly for the audience that would be interested in it, then use
headings and section introductions to alert your audience about where to go and what to stay out of in your
report. It can help readers immensely to give them an idea of the topic and purpose of a section a group of
paragraphs and in particular to give them an overview of the subtopics about to be covered. Sometimes,
background information needs to woven into the main information--for example, in instructions it's sometimes
better to feed in chunks of background at the points where they are immediately needed. Nonspecialists: These
readers have the least technical knowledge of all. Change the organization of your information. Add 2
teaspoons of coffee powder in your coffee mug. Online Technical Writing: Audience Analysis The audience
of a technical report--or any piece of writing for that matter--is the intended or potential reader or readers. Go
over the instructions and have students complete the activity.


